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Abstract The objective of this work is the realization of 
an application in JAVA whose function will be to simulate 
the MIPS 32-bit architecture in pipelined computer with 
hardwired control unit, in order to help in the learning 
and understanding of this architecture by the students in 
Computer Architecture subjects. With it, students will be 
able to graphically visualize the datapath of multiple MIPS 
instructions passing through the different stages of the
pipelined computer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of simulators has demonstrated that help the 
students to reach higher levels of comprehension on the 
subjects [1]-[6]. Specifically, the study of pipelined computers 
is difficult for the students of Computer Engineering; for this 
reason, the development of teaching tools that help to achieve 
a good understanding of pipelining dynamics, is very 
important. Nowadays there are applications that help with the
learning of this architecture [7]-[13]. Among these 
applications one of the most relevant tools is MARS simulator
[7]-[8]; MARS is a very good MIPS code execution simulator, 
but it lacks graphical visualization of the datapath. Other 
remarkable simulator of pipelined computers is MIPSim [9];
this simulator has graphical visualization of the datapath, but it 
lacks the forwarding and hazard detection units [14].

To solve the lack of these units, the teaching area of 
Computer Architecture at the University of Cordoba 
developed an earlier version of this simulator presented in this 
paper [10]. This first version has forwarding and hazard 
detection units, but it uses obsolete software and has an 
incomplete datapath that led to execution errors in some 
instructions. 

Therefore, a new simulator based on the Java architecture of 
Sun Microsystems has been developed. This new teaching tool 
corrects the errors of the earlier version, as well as including a 
much wider instruction set.

The structure of the article is as follows. A brief summary 
of the MIPS pipeline, data and control hazards is included in 
Section II. The graphical interface of the UCOMIPSIM 
simulator, as well as its instruction set and some execution 

examples are presented in Section III. The reception of the 
simulator by students and their feedback is summarized in 
Section IV. The improvements that are expected to be 
included in future versions of the application are shown in 
Section V. Finally, the article concludes with Section V for 
conclusions.

II. MIPS PIPELINE

The pipeline strategy is based on separating the instruction 
datapath into a series of consecutive stages. In this way, 
different instructions can be executed at the same time. Each 
instruction passes sequentially through all the stages, so that 
each stage is executing a different instruction. Specifically, 
MIPS pipeline is composed of five stages: IF (instruction fetch 
from memory); ID (instruction decode), phase where the 
registers are read and the control signals of the instruction are 
generated; EX (instruction execution), where the result of a R-
type operation or the address used for a branch or data 
memory access are calculated; MEM (memory access), where 
the data memory is accessed to read or write; and WB (write 
back), where the result is stored in the destination register
[14].

The different stages are separated by registers where the 
data and control signals that will be necessary in later stages 
are stored. The name given to these registers is the 
composition of the stages that separate. Thus, IF/ID register is
the one that separates IF and ID stages.

Pipeline does not improve the latency of instructions 
(number of cycles that pass from the time an instruction is 
searched until it is executed). In fact, it aggravates it, since 
most instructions do not need to go through the five stages of 
pipeline and it is imperative that these instructions go through
all of them. However, the throughput is greatly improved,
achieving, under ideal conditions, the performance of one 
instruction per clock cycle.

Emphasizing a commentary from the previous paragraph, 
conditions will not always be ideal, because conflicts may 
appear between instructions that are going through the 
pipeline. It may be that an instruction needs as source register 
a register that is going to be modified by an instruction that is 
still in the pipeline; or it may be that an instruction is going to 
change the program execution course and some instructions 
have already advanced in the pipeline that are not going to be 
executed in the new course. This is what is known as 



"hazards" and there is a distinction between data and control 
hazards.

A. Data hazards
This is the case of instructions that use as source register a 

register that will be updated by an instruction that has not yet 
been executed. An example of this can be seen below:

As it can be appreciated, sub and sw instructions need $1 
register for their calculations, but it will not be updated until
add instruction is finished, having to stop, in principle, these 
two instructions until add instruction is finished.

The reality is that these instructions do not need to be 
stopped, because the new value of $1 can be known before 
add is finished. Specifically, the new value of $1 is calculated 
in the EX stage of add instruction and it is transferred to
EX/MEN and MEM/WB registers when it passes through the 
pipeline. On the other hand, sub and sw really need the new 
value of $1 is in their respective EX stages. Therefore, $1 
source register used by the ALU in sub can be replaced by the
destination register in EX/MEM and, in the case of lw, replace 
it by the destination register in MEM/WB.

For this reason, the forwarding unit is introduced and is 
used for detecting the dependencies between the registers in 
the pipeline, as well as replacing a source register of an 
instruction with the destination register stored in EX/MEM or 
MEM/WB when it is applicable.

However, the forwarding unit does not solve all the cases. If 
instead of being add the first instruction, it would have been 
lw, also using $1 as destination register, the forwarding unit 
solves the problem for sw, but not for sub, since the updated 
value of $1 will not be available until MEM stage of lw is

finished. In other words, sub needs to wait for a cycle in order 
to access the correct data.

For these cases, the hazard detection unit is introduced.
Specifically, when this happens, the instructions that are in
stages IF and ID (sw and sub, respectively, in our example)
are blocked for one cycle. In the EX stage a "bubble" is 
introduced, in which nothing is done, assigning all its control 
signals associated to zero, and it will be transferred along the 
pipeline until disappearing.

B. Control hazards
The other type of hazard happens when a branch

instruction is presented. In this case, depending on a 
comparison of registers developed in EX stage, it is 
determined whether the program execution is still sequential 
or a branch happens. The hazard is created because the 
instructions that, at the time, are in IF and ID stages may not 
be correct.

In theory, MIPS assumes by default that the branch will not 
happen, leaving in the previous stages the instructions that 
follow in sequential order. In this way, if the branch does not 
happen, the throughput is not affected. However, when the 
branch happens, then those following instructions found in the 
pipeline must be discarded.

For this, the hazard detection unit has to be updated. 
Specifically, when the branch condition happens, a bubble
must be introduced in the ID stage, while IF instruction is 
replaced.

III. UCOMIPSIM SIMULATOR

UCOMIPSIM is an application developed in Java, which 
simulates the datapath explained in the previous section, 
including forwarding and hazard detection units. The image of 
the simulator graphical interface can be seen in Fig. 1. The 

Fig. 1. UCOMIPSIM main window



MIPS pipelined datapath is shown in it in a self-climbing 
image. The graphical interface includes the menu bar and 
toolbar at the top of the figure; and the instruction memory, 
data memory and registers can be accessed at the left of Fig.1

In the menu bar, the memories and registers can be 
initialized (by assigning them to zero), load a file with a 
program to simulate; to save the results of a program after it 
has been executed; to start a simulation, pause it, execute a 
simulation step by step or restart it; on the other hand, the 
starting values of the addresses of the instruction and data 
memories, as well as the initial value of the PC, can be 
configured; finally, an user manual of the application is
available in the help.

The toolbar is composed of buttons that give direct access 
to the most frequently used menu actions. These are memory 
initialization, file loading, simulation startup, simulation 
pause, step-by-step simulation and simulation restart. There is 
also a bar to regulate the execution speed of the simulation.

A. Instruction set
UCOMIPSIM can operate with a short subset of 

instructions, but large enough for teaching purposes. The 
complete set is shown in Table I.

In order to be able to operate with this instruction set, the 
datapath explained in [14] has had to be expanded, especially 
for instructions such as j or even jal, as it will be seen in a later 
example. This decision was adopted to give a more detailed 
view of how MIPS computer works.

As it can be seen in the table, a number of widely used 
pseudoinstructions have also been included. When a file with 
pseudoinstructions is loaded into the simulator, the simulator 
translates these pseudoinstructions into computer instructions, 

just as the assembler would do it. In this way, students can
better understand what pseudoinstructions actually become 
when these are executed by the computer.

B. Execution examples
When the execution of a program is simulated, instruction

and data memories and the register bank can be manipulated 
directly from the simulator interface. However, a text file with 
the program data can also be created and loaded via the 
simulator. An example of this type of files is shown in Fig. 2. 
As it can be seen, the initializations of the instruction memory 
addresses (where the first program instruction begins), of data
memory, PC and registers, can be specified in the file. Once 
this part is finished, the program is specified and comments
can be included by using the "//" symbol.

Once the program is loaded, the instruction memory, placed
on the left side of the interface, shows it. This memory 
illustrates the address of each memory word, its contents (both 
data in hexadecimal code) and the instruction corresponding to 
that code.

As it can be seen in the example of Fig. 2a, there are
numerous data and control hazards.

One of the execution cycles of the program in Fig. 2a is
shown in Fig. 3. First, in the instruction memory, it can be 
seen that bge pseudoinstruction has been converted into a slt 
instruction followed by a beq instruction, placing the registers
to compare in the appropriate order.

In the figure it can be seen how each instruction has an 
associated color and the corresponding datapath for each one 
is highlighted in the same color.

In this case, sub is in WB stage, close to its end; sub is
followed by slt, which is in MEM stage; beq is in EX stage; in
ID stage there is a bubble; and, finally, srl is in IF stage.

Firstly, the data hazard between beq and slt must be 
highlighted. To make the branch or not, beq needs the result of
slt. In this case, the forwarding unit provides the slt result and 
places it in the ALU (highlighted in green) to be processed by 
beq in its EX stage.

All the units and registers that appear in the simulator, just 
by clicking on them, will be open in a new window, showing a 
more detailed image of them. If in this cycle a click is done on
the forwarding unit, a window will appear with the 

TABLE I. UCOMIPSIM INSTRUCTION SET

Instruction Type Instructions
R add, addu, sub, sll, srl, and, or, nor, xor, not, 

jr, slt.
I addi, addiu, lw, sw, lb, sb, slti, sltiu, lui, beq, 

bne.
J j, jal.

Pseudoinstruction move, bgt, bge, blt, ble.

(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Examples of program files in UCOMIPSIM: (a) Example 1; (b) Example 2.



information of Fig. 4a. In this case it is possible to check the 
input and output values of this unit. In addition, the simulator 
allows to control the simulation course from this new window 
(start, stop, step-by-step or restart simulation). In the same 
way, a click on multiplexer 4 can be performed, checking its 
different input values and how, thanks to the signal provided 
by the forwarding unit (ForwardB), selects the value of rd 
register provided by EX/MEM register (Fig. 4b).

In second place, after beq is checked, there is a control 
hazard. Specifically, a branch must happen and the instruction 
that follows sequentially to beq (i. e. sll) is in ID stage. In this 
case, the hazard detection unit inserts a bubble into ID stage 
(as it is shown in Fig. 3), and replaces PC with the address 
calculated by beq, so the srl instruction appears in IF stage.

Finally, in addition to the instruction memory, the user can 
also analyze and modify the data memory and the register
bank. This is shown in Fig. 3, next to the instruction memory, 
the tabs that give access to these sections. Once the execution 
of the program in Fig. 2 has been finished, the information of 
the data memory and the register bank is shown in Fig. 5a and 
5b respectively.

In order to analyze the behavior of jal on this computer, the 
program in Fig. 2b is loaded into the application, as it can be 
seen Fig. 6. In this case, the datapath shown in [14] has been 
expanded. Specifically, PC+4 value has been propagated along 
the pipeline, at the same time that a control signal called "jal". 
When WB stage is reached, in addition to being able to choose 
between the result of the ALU and the data read from 
memory, the value of PC+4 is added. If jal control signal is 
active at this stage (as is the case in Fig. 6), multiplexer 7 will 
choose PC+4 as the data to save and the destination register 
will be $31, i. e., $ra.

In the same figure, at the same time that jal is in stage WB,
jr instruction is in ID stage. As it can be seen, the contents of  
$31 register are read and taken to PC, returning to the main 
program.

IV. UCOMIPSIM RECEPTION AND FEEDBACK

Once a beta version of the application was finished, a 
version of it was provided to the students of the subject 
"Advanced Computer Architecture" of the degree in Computer 
Engineering at the University of Cordoba. The aim was to 

Fig. 3. Example of data and control hazards in a program execution in UCOMIPSIM

(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Visualization of components in more detail (a) Forwarding unit; (b) Multiplexer 4



collect impressions and detect errors that had been ignored. In 
addition to the application, a template was provided where the 
students could describe their impressions, mistakes found and 
improvements on items that they would have liked to see in 
the application.

The impressions collected were very positive. Specifically, 
the students found it an user-friendly and intuitive application, 
greatly reinforcing the knowledge taught in the subject.

Among the proposed improvements, it was considered that 
the simulation could be executed at different speeds specified 
by the user; also that each time a component was clicked on, a 

new and independent window was opened with this 
component in greater detail, being able to have several 
windows of components open at the same time (initially it was 
a single window that was updated each time a new component 
was clicked); the students also proposed that it could be 
controlled from these same windows of components the 
simulation process; finally, they showed their interest to see 
the behavior of jal instruction (which was not included in the
original instruction set of the application), which involved 
modifying the datapath presented in the application.

All these improvements were considered interesting and 
that could enhance the learning, so that these modifications 

(a) (b)
Fig. 5. (a) Data memory; (b) Register bank

Fig. 6. Example of the behaviour of jal and jr in a program execution in UCOMIPSIM



were taken into account and included in the final version, as in 
the previous section it has been described.

V. FUTURE WORK

Among the improvements reserved for future versions of 
the application, there are some modifications that are
priorities, such as those described below:

1. More detailed information of the components. 
Specifically, to show the circuits of some components, 
such as the forwarding and the hazard detection units,
and how it is activated according to the progress of the 
program. Furthermore, to include summarized 
theoretical information of this component in order to 
reinforce the learning.

2. To include a small assembler, so that labels can be 
used, as well as the reordering of instructions that 
minimize the development of hazards.

3. To include, in addition to the pipelined computer, the 
option of simulating a non pipelined single-cycle 
MIPS computer.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The learning of the pipeline of a datapath is fundamental 
for a computer engineer. When new instructions are added, as 
well as the forwarding and hazard detection units, the learning 
becomes more difficult. In this context, UCOMIPSIM 
simulator is used to easily show the execution of instructions 
on the MIPS pipelined computer. With this tool, students can 
analyze in detail what happens at each stage and in each 
component, especially when data and control hazards happen.
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